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Abstract
Many problems in Linear Algebra can be solved by Gaussian Elimination. This famous algorithm
applies to an algebraic model of real number computation where operations +,−, ∗, / and tests
like, e.g., < and == are presumed exact. Implementations of algebraic algorithms on actual digital
computers often lead to numerical instabilities, thus revealing a serious discrepancy between model
and reality.
A different model of real number computation dating back toAlan Turing considers real numbers as
limits of rational approximations. In that widely believed to be more realistic notion of computability,
we investigate problems from LinearAlgebra. Our central results yield algorithms which in this sense
• solve systems of linear equations A · x = b,
• determine the spectral resolution of a symmetric matrix B,
• and compute a linear subspace’s dimension from its Euclidean distance function,
provided the rank ofA and the number of distinct eigenvalues ofB are known.Without such restrictions,
the ﬁrst two problems are shown to be, in general, uncomputable.
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1. Motivation
Models of computation can be considered the key to any research in theoretical computer
science: an abstraction of actual hardware, they allow to elegantly formalize notions such
as “algorithm” and “problem” in a sound mathematical framework. Being just a model it
will usually reﬂect only some aspects of real computers while, for the sake of simplicity and
tractability, ignoring others. Turing’sMachine for instance became so very famous because
it, in spite of being very different from nowadays PCs, captures quite well their principle
processing capabilities and provided a framework for formal proofs such as, e.g., that the
Halting Problem admits no algorithmic solution.
In the mean time, a vast number of further models of computation have been suggested
and problems analyzed therein [10]. Of course, the result of such analyses depends (and
often crucially) on which model one considers.
• One of the ﬁrst algorithms ever—Euclid’s means of calculating the GCD of two integers
x, y—performs quite well in an algebraic model: it uses operations +, -, ∗, mod, div
at most O() times where  := log max{|x|, |y|}. In the bit model however, it may
take up to O(2) steps [9, p. 811]. Here the Knuth–Schönhage Algorithm needs only
O( log2  log log) bit operations; cf. [6, pp. 70, 71] or [11, Corollary 11.10].
• Decidingwhetherngiven integers are pairwise distinct requires superlinear time(n log n)
on the Branching Program model but can on a Random Access Machine be done in as
few as O(n) steps by means of indirect addressing.
• Whether some subset L ⊆ N of positive integers can be recognized by a Computation
Tree heavily depends on which arithmetic operations are available [15].
• Dantzig’s famous Simplex Algorithm for linear optimization proceeds in the algebraic
model. It may in the worst-case use exponentially many operations (+, -, ∗, /, <, ==)
before obtaining the maximum of x → cT · x with respect to A · x b.
• Khachiyan’s Ellipsoid Method for the very same problem iteratively determines for
K={x :A · x b} better and better approximations to max{cT · x : x ∈ K}. If the latter
number is rational, the algorithm will ﬁnd it on a Turing Machine (TM) within only
polynomially many steps. If however the optimum is real, this method will, in general,
not terminate at all but generate an inﬁnite sequence of approximations and error bounds
which eventually converge to the true result. Correspondingly, also the input need not be
exact but is accessed by querying weak oracles; for details refer to [14].
This latter observation is reﬂected in the following deﬁnition, formalized in Section 2:
A real number x ∈R is computable if some TM can output a sequence of rational ap-
proximations converging to x, accompanied by corresponding error bounds.A function
f :R→ R is computable if some TM can, upon input of rational approximations and
error bounds for x ∈ R, output approximations and error bounds for y = f (x).
Historically, this notion dates back to Alan M. Turing’s famous work [21] where he
introduced the notion of computable real number before, and as a means to, de-
ﬁne computations over the integers. This fact does not seem well known, so it is
of considerable [...] interest to examine the very ﬁrst paragraph of Turing’s paper
[3, Section 1.8].
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We shall refer to this model as a Type-2 Machine because it shares the syntax of a
usual (i.e., Type-1) TM— tape(s), head(s), ﬁnite control, steps, and so on—but has a
modiﬁed semantics. Based on contributions by Grzegorczyk [13], Aberth [1], Pour-El and
Richards and [19], Ko [17], Weihrauch [22], and many others, research within this model
has been established as computable analysis: a synthesis of classical analysis with classical
(i.e., discrete) recursion theory. The interplay between both parts of computable analysis is
illustrated by the following effective version of the classical Intermediate Value Theorem,
found e.g., as
Theorem 6.3.8.1 (Weihrauch [22]) 2 . Let f : [0, 1] → R be computable, f (0) < 0 <
f (1). Then f (x) = 0 for some computable x ∈ [0, 1].
The algebraicmodel of real number computation on the other hand has gainedmuch atten-
tion by fast algorithms developed therein—e.g.,multiplication/inversion ofn×nmatrices in
timeO(n2.39) and polynomial multipoint evaluation/interpolation inO(n log2 n)—as well
as proofs of according lower bounds [6].Also, classical notions likeNP-completeness and
decidability were successfully transferred and applied from the discrete to the algebraic
setting [3].
Concerning practical relevance of the algebraic model, arithmetic units of modern mi-
croprocessors indeed need a ﬁxed number of cycles to, say, add, subtract, multiply, divide,
and compare two arguments independent of their respective values. However, the algebraic
model presumes those operations +,-, ∗,/,==,< to be exact.As ﬂoating point numbers ob-
viously violate this requirement, straight-forward implementations of algebraic algorithms
on actual digital computers usually result in numerical difﬁculties like instabilities or in-
consistent output. Resolving them can turn out to be a highly non-trivial task, may require
substantial modiﬁcations, or even entire rewriting of the original algorithm, and might even
fail to be feasible at all. The reason is obvious: exact operations +, -, ∗, /, ==, < in the
algebraic model do not reﬂect the property of actual digital computers to process, within
ﬁnite time, only a ﬁnite amount of information while a single real may encode inﬁnitely
many bits.
This deﬁciency is not present forType-2Machines: being ordinary TuringMachines, they
are commonly agreed to precisely capture the principal capabilities (computability, although
not the actual running times, i.e., complexity) of nowadays PCs: this is expressed by the
Church-Turing Thesis. By the very deﬁnition of computability for real functions, numerical
stability is an inherent feature of any Type-2 Algorithm. In this sense both models, the
algebraic one and the Type-2Machine, successfully complement each other in what aspects
of digital computers they reﬂect and which are neglected.
Nevertheless, concerning problems in linear algebra we could not avoid noticing a con-
siderable imbalance in algorithms research in favor of the algebraic model. The presumably
most signiﬁcant contribution for instance still does not seem to have a Type-2 counterpart:
C.F. Gauss’ famous Elimination method for, e.g.,
• determining the rank of a matrix A,
• transforming it to echelon form,
2 The reader should notice that this theorem does not guarantee the existence of an algorithm which determines
the corresponding zero x from a given f (and actually, such algorithms do not exist in general).
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• solving systems of linear equations A · x = b,
• ﬁnding a basis among spanning vectors,
• calculating the kernel of a linear map.
Recall that Gaussian Elimination during pivotal search phases has to test coefﬁcients on
whether they are zero or not and thus belongs to the algebraic kind of algorithms. Similar to
the pair Simplex/Ellipsoid for Linear Programming, for linear equations a counterpart to
Gaussian Elimination looks promising and is exactly what Section 3.4 of the present work
will present.
A straight-forward idea in order to ﬁnd, say, a basis for the kernel of a given matrix A,
might be to repeatedly solve An · x = 0 for each member An in the input sequence of
rational approximations to A ∈ Rn×n. This however does in general not a yield Type-2
Algorithm: for
An := 2−n
(
1+ (−1)n 0
0 1+ (−1)n+1
)
,
the sequence of normed solutions xn = (1+(−1)n+1, 1+(−1)n)/2 lacksmere convergence,
not to mention supply of error bounds.
This failure of course is closely related to discontinuity: a basis of each subspace
kernel(An) consists of only one vector whereas A∞ = 0 has a two-dimensional kernel.
In order to cope with this issue, our approach will use (and need) as separate input the rank
of A—an integer which cannot be calculated from the approximations An.
On the other hand, one can compute the dimension of a linear subspace L ⊆ Rn, the
latter being given by (e.g., Weierstraß Polynomials approximating) its Euclidean distance
function dL : Rn  x → miny∈L ‖x − y‖2.
A further important problem in linear algebra with lots of practical applications is diag-
onalization, for instance of a real symmetric matrix B. In other words: one has to ﬁnd all
eigenvalues—i.e., the spectrum (B)—and a basis of pairwise orthogonal eigenvectors. In
the algebraic model of computation, eigenvalue calculation is generally intractable: accord-
ing to Abel and Galois for a generic monic polynomial p of degree at least 5, no formula
over its coefﬁcients, +, -, ∗, /, and root extraction can express its zeros which agree with
the eigenvalues of p’s so-called companion matrix. However once some  is known to be-
long to (B), Gauss can easily report a basis of kernel(B − ), that is, the corresponding
eigenspace.
In the setting of computable analysis the situation turns out to be just opposite. Since
Specker [20] it has been known that, given the coefﬁcients of a monic polynomial, its ze-
ros are not only computable (as in case of the Intermediate Value Theorem), but they can
even be determined effectively (up to permutation and respecting multiplicities). Applied
to A’s characteristic polynomial, this proves the eigenvalues to be computable. For a given
 ∈ (B) on the other hand, a basis to kernel(B − ) can according to the above remarks,
in general, be obtained only if its geometric multiplicity rank(B − ) is known. This gives
formal explanation within the sound Type-2 model of computation for the frequent dif-
ﬁculties encountered in numerical analysis when dealing with diagonalizations involving
coinciding eigenvalues. The usual approach there is to specify as admissible input only
n×nmatrices with |(B)| = n. On the other hand we shall prove that spectral resolution is
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Type-2 computable already under the relaxed condition that the number |(B)| of distinct
eigenvalues be merely known rather than equal to n.
For reason of convenient writing, our results are formulated for the real case of Euclidean
spaces (bilinear form); however they also hold for complex Hermitian spaces (sesquilinear
form) where computability on C is induced by the map C→ R2, z → (Re(z), Im(z)) (in
particular, this implies that a number z ∈ C is computable, if and only if both Re(z) and
Im(z) are computable reals).
The next section contains a rough overview of computable analysis, introducing the
notions and basic features that will be used in Section 3 to state our results. In particular,
computability of subspace dimensions, of linear equations, and of matrix diagonalization
are treated in Sections 3.2; 3.4, and 3.5, respectively. Some helpful results on closed subsets
are collected in an appendix (Section 4).
2. Introduction
Closely following [22], we now give a brief introduction to computable analysis and,
more general, the Type-2 theory of effectivity (TTE).
2.1. Computability of real numbers and real functions
Deﬁnition 1. To compute a real number x ∈ Rmeans to output an inﬁnite sequence (q1, 1,
q2, 2, . . . , qn, n, . . .) of rational numbers such that
|x − qn| n, lim
n→∞ n = 0. (1)
Using somebijective standard encodingof sequences of rational numbersp = (q1, 1, q2,
2, . . . , qn, n, . . .) ∈ QN by sequences p ∈ {0, 1}N, we can introduce a representation
 :⊆ {0, 1}N → R, which is a surjective partial mapping that maps each sequence
p ∈ {0, 1}N onto the corresponding real number x ∈ R. In the following, we will say
that p is a -name for x ∈ R.
For a single real, this notion is equivalent to the one introduced by Weihrauch
[22, Lemma 4.2.1]. In fact, the literature contains many seemingly differing versions of
this deﬁnition, all leading to the same notion [22]; for instance,
• instead of (pn, n)n, consider rationals (p˜n)n such that |x − p˜n| 2−n;
• substitute rationals (pn, n)n by computable number functions r, s, t : N→ N such that
|x − (r(n)− s(n))/(t (n)+ 1)| 1/(n+ 1);
• rather than (pn, n)n, take a sequence (an, bn)n of rationals satisfying supn an = x =
infn bn.
Now, we are prepared to deﬁne computable real number functions.
Deﬁnition 2. To compute a real function f : R → R means to generate, upon input of a
-name for some x ∈ R, a corresponding -name for y := f (x). In order to make inﬁnite
output well-deﬁned, all computations must be performed by some TM with a separate
one-way output tape.
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Whenever we have two sets X, Y together with representations, i.e. surjective partial
mappings  :⊆ {0, 1}N → X and ′ :⊆ {0, 1}N → Y , we can more generally call a
mapping f : X → Y a (, ′)-computable mapping, whenever there exists a TM which
transfers each -name of an input x ∈ X into a ′-name of the function value f (x) ∈ Y .
The above notion of a computable real function is equivalent to those of Grzegorczyk
[13], Lacombe [], Ko [17], and Hotz’s robust strongly -Q-analytic one [8]. In particular,
computable functions are closed under composition. Notice that any algorithm realizing
such a computation x → f (x) is necessarily weakly online [2]: it has to start generating
(and, because of the one-way tape, cannot revoke) output while knowing only a ﬁnite initial
part of the whole inﬁnite input. In practice of course one would stop it as soon as the output
approximation has reached a required, arbitrarily prescribable precision.
2.2. Computability of functionals and operators
Caldwell, Hauck, and Pour-El proceeded differently to deﬁne real function computabil-
ity. Rather than input and output real arguments x and values f (x), respectively, they asked
for mere output as follows: computing f :R→ R means to generate a sequence of coefﬁ-
cients of rationalWeierstrass polynomials pn ∈ Q[x]which approximate f up to increasing
precision uniformly on compact intervals eventually exhausting the whole line
∀n ∈ N ∀x ∈ [−n,+n] ∀m n : |f (x)− pm(x)| 2−m. (2)
This notion, too, has turned out to be equivalent 3 to Deﬁnition 2 [7]. It allows to apply
computability considerations to higher order mappings which involve functions (rather
than numbers) as input or output:
Deﬁnition 3. A [→]-name for some f ∈ C(R) is (the encoding of coefﬁcients of)
a sequence pn of polynomials satisfying (2). The induced representation is denoted by
[→] :⊆ {0, 1}N → C(R).
Regarding the general deﬁnition of computability with respect to representations we can
conclude that computing a functional  : C(R) → R means to generate, upon input of a
[→ ]-name for g ∈ C(R), a -name for the real number (g). Similarly for operators,
i.e., mappings O : C(R)→ C(R).
Let us emphasize that the above deﬁnitions for computability of mappings refer to the
uniform case: one single Type-2 machine can convert names for arguments—say, x ∈ R or
g ∈ C(R)—to names of the respective values f (x) or (g). A weaker requirement, non-
uniform computability means that, for any computable argument, the value is computable
as well. In other words: to any Type-2 machine capable of generating a name for x, there has
to merely exist another machine that can output a name for f (x). Uniform computability
thus implies non-uniform one; our work therefore focuses on the ﬁrst. The Intermediate
Value Theorem is an example of a result which holds non-uniformly but not uniformly (in
general).
3 In particular, any computable real function is necessarily continuous!
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Extension of the above notions from single reals x ∈R to vectors (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd
is straight-forward: by means of rational sequences (qn,1, n,1, . . . , qn,d , n,d)n. In other
words: a d -name for x is an inﬁnite string 12 . . .n . . .where, for each i = 1, . . . , d, the
substring ((n−1)d+i )n is a -name for xi . Similarly, ∗ refers to computing variable-length
vectors x ∈ R∗ := ⋃∞n=0Rn such that (x1, . . . , xn) → n is effective. And ﬁnally one
arrives at notions for computability of (tuples of) functions in several variables as well as
combinations of the above like, e.g., a [d , [n→m]]-name for (x, f ) ∈ Rd×C(Rn,Rm).
The naturalness of Deﬁnition 3 is illustrated by the observation that a [→ ]-name for
f can serve as a ‘program’ to some universal Type-2 machine for uniformly evaluating f at
arbitrary arguments x. More precisely, the following continuous counterparts to classical
UTM and SMN Theorems hold:
Theorem 4. The mappings
C(Rd)× Rd → R, (f, x) → f (x)
and
C(Rn+m)× Rn → C(Rm), (f, x) → f (x, ·)
are both computable. To any computable f :Rn+m → R, there exists a computable
F :Rn → C(Rm) such that
∀x ∈ Rn ∀y ∈ Rm : f (x, y) = F(x)(y).
Furthermore, function composition
C(Rn,Rm)× C(Rk,Rn)→ C(Rk,Rm), (f, g) → f ◦ g
is computable.
For a proof see [22, Section 2.3, 6.1].
2.3. Examples of non-/computable functions
Most numbers and functions occurring in undergraduate mathematics turn out to be
computable [22]:
• 0, 1, and any integer; furthermore√2, 	, e = exp(1);
• +,−, ∗ : R2 → R, / : R× (R \ {0})→ R;
• max,min : R2 → R, abs : R→ R, x → |x|;
• any polynomial (or rational function on its domain) in one or several variables with
computable coefﬁcients;
• transcendental and trigonometric functions on their respective domains,
• in particular log, exp, x → n√x, and lots of others.
• For later reference we observe that the Euclidean norm Rn  x → ‖x‖2
:=
√
x21 + · · · + x2n ∈ R is computable.
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The set of computable reals forms a real closed ﬁeld. On the other hand, each non-recursive
subsetN ⊆ N gives rise to a non-computable real∑n∈N 2−n.A constant function f (x)≡ r
is computable if and only if the real r is. The Heaviside function is discontinuous and hence
uncomputable. For the same reason, deciding whether a given x ∈ R equals zero (i.e.,
computing the characteristic function of {0}⊆R) is not possible; however the opposite test
“x = 0” is at least semi-decidable: there exists a Type-2 Machine which, upon -input of
x, terminates if and only if x = 0.
2.4. Computability of closed subsets
A closed subset C = ∅ of Euclidean space Rd gives rise to a unique distance function
dC : Rd → R, x → min
y∈C ‖x − y‖2. (3)
Following [4], call suchC recursive if dC is computable. Thismakes sense because dC , other
than C’s characteristic function, satisﬁes continuity. In fact some f :R→ R is computable
if and only if its graph as a subset of R2 has a computable distance function [22, Exercise
5.1.31]. Further evidence to the naturalness of this notion is given by many seemingly
different ones which turn out to be equivalent; cf. Section 4 and [4].
By identifying the hyperspace of non-empty closed Euclidean subsets
An := {C ⊆ Rn : ∅ = C closed}
with a subfamily of C(Rn), one can consider Type-2 computability for mappings from or
to An. Some 
 : C(Rn,Rm)×An → Rm for instance shall be called computable if and
only if the following holds:
• There is a Type-2 algorithm which,
• upon input of a [n→m]-name for some continuous f : Rn → Rm,
• and a [n→]-name for the distance function dC of some C ∈ An,
• outputs a m-name for the real vector 
(f, C).
TTE refers to [n→]-names for dC as n-names for C ∈ An. Formally, the restriction
of representation [n→] for C(Rn) to {dC :C ∈ An} yields the representation n ofAn.
2.5. Computability of multivalued mappings
Some problems in linear algebra involve multivalued mappings. A basis to some linear
space, for instance, is not unique even when requiring normality and pairwise orthogo-
nality. Effectively ﬁnding such a basis hence means computing a multivalued mapping
Bnd :Lnd⇒ (Rn)d from the hyperspace
Lnd := {L ⊆ Rn : L vector space, dim(L) = d} ⊆ An
of linear subspaces to tuples of vectors: upon input of a [n → ]-name of the distance
function dL of some L ∈ Lnd , an appropriate Type-2 Machine has to output a n×d -name of
some basisBnd (L)whichmay depend not only on dL itself but also on the chosen [n → ]-
name for this dL.
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More generally, we can extend the notion of (, ′)-computability to multi-valued map-
pings f :X⇒Y (with respect to representations  of X and ′ of Y) by requiring a TM
which maps any -name of an input x ∈ X to a ′-name of some possible function value
y ∈ f (x).
2.6. Lower and upper semi-computability
Some of our results consider weakenings of the above notions. For example, call a real
number x ∈ R lower semi-computable, if someType-2machine can output a sequence qn of
rationals (without error bounds) approximating x from below: x = supn qn. The (suitably
encoded) sequence qn is then a <-name for x. Similarly, x = infn qn for a >-name for x
and for upper semi-computability of x. Observe that x is computable if and only if it is both
lower and upper semi-computable!
A real function f :Rd → R is lower semi-computable if some Type-2 machine can
output a sequence pn ∈ Q[x1, . . . , xd ] of multivariate rational polynomials approximating
f from below uniformly on compact intervals exhausting the whole line
∀n ∈ N ∀x ∈ [−n,+n]d f (x) = sup
m n
pm(x)
Equivalently, some Type-2 machine can, for any x ∈ Rd , upon input of a d -name for x,
generate some <-name for f (x). The argument is thus supplied with error bounds whereas
the result provides only one-sided approximation; in particular lower semi-computable
functions in general fail to be closed under composition.Any lower semi-computable func-
tion is lower semi-continuous and upper semi-computability (deﬁned in a similar way)
implies upper semi-continuity. For functions again, lower and upper together are equivalent
to ordinary computability.
For later reference let us point out that because of monotonicity, the real functions
√ : [0,∞)→ [0,∞), r → √r and sqr : [0,∞)→ R, r → r2
are both lower and upper semi-computable even when given only (appropriate) one-sided
approximations of the input. More formally upon <-input of r one can, e.g., effectively
obtain <-output for
√
r and r2. This strengthens the two-sided claims from Section 2.3.
Another strengthening concerns the property “x > 0”: upon <-input of x, this is easily
seen to be semi-decidable.
2.7. Generic computability: TTE
This section has so far introduced computability notions for reals, vectors, continuous
functions and closed subsets of Rd as well as for mappings from/to Cartesian products
thereof: all by reducing to the computation of names, i.e., strings as encodings of the objects
under consideration. This is in perfect correspondence with classical Turing computation
where, e.g., a graph G get encoded into a string before being fed to some TM for, say,
calculating its chromatic number (G). The only difference comes from discrete objects
(i.e., those from an at most countable universe like the set of graphs) being codable as ﬁnite
strings ¯ ∈ {0, 1}∗ whereas objects belonging to a universe of continuum cardinality (such
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as R, Rn, C(Rm), Ad and Cartesian products thereof) require inﬁnite strings ¯ ∈ {0, 1}N.
Some employed in the present work are , n, [m → ], and d ; furthermore <, >;
ﬁnally 4 d< := [d → >]|A
d
and d> := [d → <]|Ad . Different encodings for the
same universe (e.g., rational approximations to x ∈ R from below/from above/with error
bounds) in general induce different notions of computability. In fact, TTE has been devised
as a theory for abstractly investigating on such encodings [22].The above remark concerning
effective one-sided approximability of√ and sqr can thus be restated as follows: both are
(<,<)-computable. Similarly, addition+ : R×R→ R, (r, s) → r+s is ([>,>],>)-
computable, and additive inversion r → −r satisﬁes (<,>)-computability.
2.8. Proof techniques
One main theorem of computable analysis states that, for real number functions, com-
putability implies continuity. More generally, any computable (not necessarily total) map-
ping from/to inﬁnite strings {0, 1}N is continuous with respect to the Cantor Topology
[22, Section 2.2]. Recall that computability of somemapping
 : U → V among other uni-
verses (reals, real functions, closed Euclidean subsets, and tuples thereof) was deﬁned as the
ability to effectively transform -names for arguments u to -names for values v = 
(u),
that is, as computability of an induced mapping from/to inﬁnite strings. Whenever the
latter can be shown to be discontinuous, thus hence implies incompatibility of 

[22, Section 3.1].
To show that 
 is computable requires proving the existence of an according Type-2
algorithm which actually performs the claimed computation. Rather than explicitly stating
such an algorithm, it may often turn out more convenient to use amore implicit presentation.
For example, we shall deliberately and without further notice make use of exact rational
arithmetic. More generally, problems whose Type-2 computability have been asserted else-
where can be referred to as subroutines. In connection with dove-tailing this technique turns
out to be a quite powerful tool.
For instance we shall prove (Lemma 10) that linear independence is, although not decid-
able, at least semi-decidable: there exists some Type-2 Machine which, upon n×d -input
of x1, . . . , xd ∈ Rn, terminates if and only if these vectors are linearly independent. Given
an inﬁnite sequence of points yi ∈ L dense in the linear subspace L ⊆ Rn of dimension d,
one can effectively ﬁnd a basis for L as follows (compare with the proof of Theorem 7(iii)):
for each (i1, . . . , id) ∈ Nd check, using dove-tailing, whether yi1 , . . . , yid are linearly
independent; if so, these vectors form a basis for L.
In addition to stating such a compound/implicit algorithm, one also has to prove its
correctness. This is easy for the above example: any dense sequence in L contains a
basis for L, so that the dove-tailing indeed terminates. In other cases however it can be
quite difﬁcult and rely on deeper mathematical insights to the problem under
consideration.
4 Pay attention to the swapped index: < belongs to 
d
> and vice versa!
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3. Results
This section presents our results; the central ones concern linear equations [5], spectral
resolution [24], and dimension computation [23]. Straight-forward continuity considera-
tions reveal that the ﬁrst two problems are not in general Type-2 computable. However
with the supply of appropriate additional information, such as the integers “rank(A)” and
“|(B)|”, they do become computable. To much of our surprise, the last problem turns
out as computable without such additional information, provided the linear subspace under
consideration is given by (Weierstraß approximations to) its Euclidean distance function.
3.1. Mappings as/on matrices
Courses in linear algebra usually start with explaining the correspondence between ma-
trices A ∈ Rm×n and linear mappings F ∈ Lin(Rn,Rm): with respect to ﬁxed bases, each
such A induces a FA and, conversely, any F has the form F=FA for some unique A. Con-
cerning the effectiveness of this correspondence observe the different underlying notions
of computability: m×n-names for the static object A as opposed to [n→m]-names for
the continuous function F.
Proposition 5. Let (u1, . . . , un) and (v1, . . . , vm) denote computable bases ofRn andRm,
respectively. Then the mapping

 : Rm×n → Lin(Rn,Rm), A = (aij ) → FA
with FA(uj ) := ∑mi=1 aij vi for all j = 1, . . . , n is (m×n, [n → m])-computable; its
inverse is ([n→m],m×n)-computable. 5
Proof. Consider the case of standard orthonormal bases. Then for x ∈ Rn,
(A, x) → 
(A)(x) =
(
n∑
j=1
aij xj
)
i=1,...,n
∈ Rm
is computable since the algebraic operations are computable. Computability ofA → 
(A)
now follows from the second claim of Theorem 4.
Conversely for L ∈ Lin(Rn,Rm),

−1(L) = (L(u1), . . . , L(un)) ∈ Rm×n
since vi denotes the standard orthonormal basis by presumption.
The case of general computable bases follows by means of base transformationA → T ·
A·S−1 fromeffective invertibility of regularmatricesS, T according to the following Propo-
sition 6. 
With respect to the standard orthonormal bases of Rn and Rm, the following result
therefore holds as well for linear mappings instead of matrices:
5 In particular, composition of linear mappings F ◦G = 
(
−1(F ), . . . ,
−1(G)) is computable via matrix
multiplication—a triviality compared to the last claim of Theorem 4.
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Proposition 6. The determinant A → det(A) is (n×n,)-computable; matrix inversion
GL(Rn)→ GL(Rn), A → A−1
is (n×n,n×n)-computable where GL(Rn) = {A ∈ Rn×n : det(A) = 0} denotes the set of
regular n× n-matrices over R.
Proof. Being a polynomial, computability of the determinant mapping
det : Rn×n → R, A = (aij ) → ∑
	∈Sn
sgn(	) ·
n∏
i=1
ai,	(i)
follows from computability of the algebraic operations. Here, Sn denotes the set of permu-
tations of {1, . . . , n}.According to Cramer’s rule, the elements ofA−1 are given as quotients
of determinants and thus satisfy computability, too. 
In particular, a regular matrix is computable if and only if its inverse is. This implies
that the transformation of matrices under change of computable bases A → T · A · S−1 is
computable.
3.2. Dimension and rank
In this subsection we will consider the computation of the dimension of linear subspaces.
The results will play a crucial role for the computational solution of linear equations in
the next subsection. Let Ln := ⋃nd=0 Lnd denote the hyperspace of all non-empty linear
subspaces L ⊆ Rn.
Theorem 7. The rank of a matrix Rm×n  A → rank(A)
(i) is (m×n,<)-computable,
(ii) but lacks upper continuity and thus (m×n,)-computability.
In particular without any prior knowledge on rank(A), one cannot in general effectively
solve A · x = 0 in the sense of obtaining a basis for kernel(A): the cardinality of this result
would allow to determine rank(A) in contradiction to Theorem 7(ii). On the other hand
in connection with (i), rather than the exact value, input of upper approximations (i.e., a
sequence of rationals converging from above) to rank(A) do sufﬁce; and so does <-input
of dim(L). We ﬁrst formulate a lemma before we proceed with the proof of Theorem 7.
Lemma 8. For 1 d n,m ∈ N, the map
Detd : Rm×n → R, B → ∑
S≺dB
| det(S)|,
where “ ≺d ” indicates that the sum is understood to run over all d × d-submatrices S of
B, is computable.
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Proof. This follows by virtue of Proposition 6 in combination with results from
Section 2.3. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Obviously, Detd(B) = 0 holds if and only if B contains a non-
singular d × d-submatrix, that is, if and only if d rank(B). Successively testing for each
d = 1, 2, . . . whether Detd(B) = 0 thus yields an increasing sequence of lower bounds
to rank(B) guaranteed to eventually reach rank(B); recall that “x = 0” is semi-decidable
according to Section 2.3. This proves claim (i). Claim (ii) is an obvious consequence of the
fact that the rank map is discontinuous and hence not computable. 
The next result is our main result on the computation of the dimension.
Theorem 9. The dimension of linear subspaces Ln L → dim(L)
(i) is (d<,<)-computable, but not (d<,>)-computable;
(ii) is (d>,>)-computable, but not (d>,<)-computable;
(iii) is (d ,)-computable.
All the negative results are due to discontinuity. By virtue of (iii), input of Weierstraß
Approximations to dL requires no additional knowledge at all for computing a basis for
L ∈ Ln. Even more interesting, (iii) implies that the hyperspace of all linear subspaces ∅ =
L ⊆ Rn is disconnected (with respect to the ﬁnal topology induced by the representation
[n → ] :⊆ {0, 1}N → Ln and the Cantor Topology on {0, 1}N). Before we proceed
with the proof we formulate a helpful lemma. Here and in following proofs we will refer
to results on closed subsets which (for completeness) have been collected in an appendix
(Section 4).
Lemma 10. (a) “Linear independence” is a semi-decidable property: to any n, d ∈ N there
exists a Type-2 machine which, upon n×d -input of (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rn×d terminates if and
only if x1, . . . , xd ∈ Rn are linearly independent.
(b) Let b1, . . . , bd ∈ Rn be linearly independent. There exists  > 0 such that any other
vectors b˜1, . . . , b˜d ∈ Rn satisfying ||bi − b˜i ||2  are linearly independent, too.
(c) Let L be some linear subspace of Rn with d := dim(L) > 0 and let (yi)i∈N be an
inﬁnite sequence of vectors which is dense in L. Then there exist j1, . . . , jd ∈ N such that
(yj1 , . . . , yjd ) forms a basis of L.
(d) For non-empty homogeneous subspaces, “ZeroSpace” is a semi-decidable property:
there exists a Type-2 machine which, upon n>-input of L ∈ Ln, terminates if and only if
L = {0}.
(e) The mapping
{X ∈ Rn×d : rank(X) = d}  X → image(X) ∈ An
is (n×d ,n>)-computable.
Proof. (a) Lower-compute, according to Theorem 7(i) the rank of matrixX = (x1, . . . , xd)
∈ Rn×d ; terminate when the obtained lower approximations reach d: this will happen if and
only if x1, . . . , xd are linearly independent.
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(b) Composed of d linearly independent vectors, the matrix B := (b1, . . . , bd) ∈ Rn×d
has rank d and thus satisﬁes Detd(B) = 0. Detd being continuous, there exists some  > 0
such that Detd(B˜) = 0 holds as well for all matrices (b˜1, . . . , b˜d ) = B˜ ∈ Rn×d with
maxdi=1 ||bi − b˜i ||2 = ||B − B˜|| .
(c) Let (b1, . . . , bd) ∈ Rn×d denote some basis for L, in particular satisfying linear
independence. The yj being dense there exists, to any i = 1, . . . , d and the  > 0 according
to (b), some ji ∈ N such that ‖yji − bi‖2 . Claim (b) now asserts that yj1 , . . . , yjd are
linearly independent, too.
(d) Consider the surface of a centered Euclidean ball B ⊆ Rn with radius 12 . Its distance
function dB : x → |‖x‖2 − 12 | is computable by virtue of Section 2.3; in other words, B is
n-computable. Observe that L = {0} ⇔ B ∩L = ∅ since any proper linear superspace of
{0} is connected and unbounded.As furthermoreB∩L ⊆ [−1,+1]n, combining Lemma 23
with Lemma 25 reveals the property “B ∩ L = ∅” to be semi-decidable.
(e) Fory ∈ Rn, consider then×(d+1)matrix (X, y):Xhaving full rankd,Detd+1(X, y) =
0 ⇔ y ∈ image(X). In other words, image(X) = (Detd+1(X, ·))−1(0) with the function
Rn  y → Detd+1(X, y) ∈ R being computable according to Theorem 4. According
to Lemma 24, the preimage of the closed set {0} ∈ A under this computable function is
n>-computable. 
We are now prepared to proceed with the proof of Theorem 9.
Proof of Theorem 9. (i) We show that the property “d dim(L)” is semi-decidable; using
dove-tailingwith respect to d = 1, 2, . . . , this gives rise to an increasing sequence of lower
bounds to dim(L) eventually reaching dim(L).
So recall Lemma 22: a n<-name for L ∈ Ln permits effective conversion to a sequence
v1, v2, . . . , vj , . . . ∈ L of vectors dense in L. For any d-tuple i1, . . . , id ∈ N, use dove-
tailing to test whether vi1 , . . . , vid are linearly independent: according to Lemma 10(a+c),
this test is semi-decidable and succeeds if and only if d dim(L). We leave it to the reader
to prove the negative result (by showing that the operation is discontinuous).
(ii) Obviously, L ∈ Ln has dimension at most d if and only if it can be complemented
by a subspace L′ of dimension d ′ n − d. Indeed the classical extension theorem from
linear algebra asserts, to basis (b1, . . . , bd) of L, the existence of d ′ further linearly inde-
pendent vectors b′1, . . . , b′d ′ ∈ Rn. Moreover, the latter can be presumed rational by virtue
of Lemma 10(b); formally:
dim(L) d
⇔ ∃ d ′ n− d : ∃B ′ ∈ Qn×d ′ : B ′ is linear independent
and
L ∩ image(B ′) = {0}.
But this property is semi-decidable: for each d ′ = n− d, . . . , n and each (of the countably
many) rational n×d ′-matrices B ′, verify whether the columns of B ′ are linear independent
(which is possible by Lemma 10(a)), n>-compute image(B ′) according to Lemma 10(e),
then its intersection with L (Lemma 23), and ﬁnally test whether the resulting subspace
equals {0} by virtue of Lemma 10(d). Dove-tailing with respect to d = n, n − 1, . . .
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thus yields a decreasing sequence of upper bounds to dim(L) eventually reaching dim(L).
We leave it to the reader to prove the negative result (by showing that the operation is
discontinuous).
(iii) Claim (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). 
3.3. Linear subspaces
Let us continue with the homogeneous case and defer afﬁne spaces to Section 3.4. The
following ways to represent non-empty linear subspaces L of Rn are well-known to be
logically equivalent:
(a) by means of some basis;
(b) same for an orthonormal basis;
(c) as kernel of some m× n-matrix A;
(d) as image of some n× k-matrix B;
(e) by the Euclidean distance function dL : Rn  x → miny∈L ‖x − y‖2;
(*) any of the above,
but for the orthogonal complement L⊥ rather than for L itself.
It turns out that for subspaces of known dimension, this equivalence is uniformly effective:
Theorem 11. Fix integers 0 d n. For d-dimensional linear subspaces L ⊆ Rn, there
are Type-2 algorithms to convert forth and back among the following encodings:
(a) a n×d -name for some basis (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rn×d for L;
(b) same for an orthonormal basis;
(c) am×n-name (m ∈ N arbitrary) for some realm×n-matrixAwithL = kernel(A);
(d) a n×k-name (k ∈ N arbitrary) for some real n×k-matrix B withL = image(B);
(e) a [d→<]-name for dL, i.e., approximations of dL from below;
(f) a [d→>]-name for dL, i.e., approximations of dL from above;
(a′)-(f′) similarly, but for L′ := L⊥ and d ′ := n− d rather than L and d.
In particular, one can computably solve homogeneous linear equations A · x = 0 by
converting from (c) to (b)—provided the rank of A is known: dim(L) = n− rank(A).
Before we continue with the proof we will present two lemmas.
Lemma 12. The multivalued mapping Bnd : Lnd⇒ (Rn)d satisfying that, for any L ∈ Lnd ,
each (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Bnd (L) forms a basis of L, is (n<,n×d)-computable.
Proof. Proceed similarly to the proof of Theorem 7(iii): use Lemma 22 to obtain a sequence
v1, v2, . . . , vj , . . . ∈ L of vectors dense in L. For any i1, . . . , id ∈ N test according to
Lemma 10(a), whether vi1 , . . . , vid are linearly independent. Lemma 10(c) guarantees this
test to eventually succeed and thus ﬁnd a basis of L. 
Lemma 13. The orthogonal complement mapping
Ln → Ln, L → L⊥
is (n>,n<)-computable.
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Proof. From orthogonality of u ∈ L and v ∈ L⊥, it follows ‖u+ v‖22 = ‖u‖22 + ‖v‖22 and
thus
(dL(x))
2 + (dL⊥(x))2 = ‖x‖22 ∀x ∈ Rn. (4)
Indeed it is well-known that the minimum Euclidean distance dL(x) of x to L is precisely
the length of the orthogonal projection u of x onto L⊥; similarly dL⊥(x) = ‖v‖2 with the
orthogonal projection v of x onto L.
Recall that, due to Section 2.3, x → ‖x‖22 is (n,>)-computable. Hence given lower
approximations to dL(x) byn>-names, we can successively exploit the following properties
(which hold according to Sections 2.6 and 2.7):
• (<,<)-computability of r → r2 to <-compute (dL(x))2
• (<,>)-computability of r → −r to >-compute −(dL(x))2
• ([>,>],>)-computability to >-compute ‖x‖22 − (dL(x))2
of (r, s) → r + s
• (>,>)-computability of r →
√
r to >-compute
√
‖x‖22 − (dL(x))2.
By virtue of Eq. (4), this yields the >-computability of dL⊥(x), uniformly not only in x ∈
Rn but even in dL; together we have thus shown ([n→<], [n→>])-computability of
dL → dL⊥ . 
Now we can proceed with the proof of Theorem 11.
Proof of Theorem 11. Identify vectors x1, . . . , xd ∈ Rn with the columns of a n×d matrix
X. Then.
b⇒a: is obvious;
a⇒b: use Gram-Schmidt’s orthogonalizing and normalizing procedure.
a⇒d: any basis X for L satisﬁes L = image(X);
a⇒ c′ : any basis X for L satisﬁes L⊥ = kernel(X).
Since (L⊥)⊥ = L, one also has (b′) ⇒ (a′), (a′) ⇒ (b′), (a′) ⇒ (d′), and (a′) ⇒ (c). In
combination with Proposition 5, Theorems 6.2.4.2, 6.2.4.3 from [22]—d>-computability
of preimage and d<-computability of closed image under computable real functions, cf.
also Lemma 24—we obtain
d⇒f: The mapping Rn×k → An, B → image(B) is (n×k,n<)-computable.
c⇒e: The mapping Rm×n → An, A → kernel(A) is (m×n,n>)-computable.
Thus (d′)⇒ (f ′) and (c′)⇒ (e′) hold as well.
a⇒e: Follows from Lemma 10(e).
f⇒a: Follows from Lemma 12.
e⇒f’: Follows from Lemma 13.
Together with the dual claims (c′) ⇒ (e′), (d′) ⇒ (f ′), (a′) ⇒ (e′), (f ′) ⇒ (a′), and
(e′)⇒ (f), all equivalences in Theorem 11 then follow by transitivity. 
Theorem11 required that for the linear subspaceL under consideration, its dimension—or
equivalently the rank of the respectivematrix in (c) and (d)—has to be known. Logically, that
is, in classical linear algebra, such prerequisite is unnecessary: each of the representations
(a)–(f) encodes L (and thus its dimension) in a unique way. Effectively unconcealing this
quantity dim(L) from the encoding however is a task of its ownwhichmay bemore difﬁcult,
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if for instance (e) and (f) are given, or less difﬁcult, if even (a) or (b) are given or even
impossible, in case that only (c) or (d) is given.
3.4. Afﬁne subspaces
Similar to the homogeneous case, non-empty afﬁne subspacesV ⊆Rn, too, permit several
logically equivalent well-known representations:
(a) by means of some afﬁne basis, that is, some vector x0 ∈ V together with an ordinary
basis for the linear subspace L = −x0 + V ⊆ Rn;
(b) same but with an orthonormal basis for −x0 + V ;
(c) as set of solutions to a system A · x = b of linear equations with some m× n-matrix A
and a vector b ∈ Rm;
in other words: as kernel of the afﬁne map x → A · x − b;
(d) as image of some afﬁne map x → B · x + c with B ∈ Rn×k and c ∈ Rn;
(f) by the Euclidean distance function dV .
The dimension of such an afﬁne ∅ = V ⊆ Rn is deﬁned to be that of the linear space
L = −y + V , y ∈ V arbitrary. In particular, one-element spaces have dim({y}) = 0 and
by convention dim(∅) := −1.
Once, in addition to dim(V ), some member y ∈ V is known, any of the above repre-
sentations for V is easy to reduce to a corresponding one for L = −y + V in the sense of
Section 3.3 which can then be converted forth and back by virtue of Theorem 11. In (a)
and (b), such y is given explicitly as well as in (d); these and the remaining cases are sub-
sumed in
Theorem 14. For non-empty afﬁne subspaces V ⊆ Rn, there are Type-2 algorithms to
convert forth and back among the following encodings:
(a) a (n)∗-name of some afﬁne basis (x0, x1, . . . , xdim(V )) ∈ (Rn)∗ for V;
(b) same for an orthonormal basis;
(c) a [m×n,m,>]-name of some (A, b, rank(A)) ∈ Rm×n × Rm × R such that
V = kernel(x → A · x − b);
(d) a [n×k,n,>]-name for (B, c, rank(B)) ∈ Rn×k×Rn×R such thatV = image(x →
B · x + c);
(e) jointly as kernel(x → A ·x−b) = V = image(x → B ·x+c), that is, a corresponding
[m×n,m,n×k,n]-name for (A, b, B, c);
(f) a [[n→<],n,<]-name for (dV , y, dim(V )) with y ∈ V arbitrary;
(g) a [[n→>],>]-name for (dV , dim(V ));
(h) a [n→]-name for dV ;
Notice that here, rather than globally keeping dim(L) ﬁxed as in Theorem 11, each
representation is speciﬁcally enhanced by appropriate additional information such as a
>-name for rank(A) in (c) or a <-name for dim(V ) in (f).
Proof of Theorem 14. The idea is of course to reduce to the homogeneous case (i.e., homo-
geneous rather than afﬁne subspaces) of known dimension and then to apply Theorem 11.
More precisely, we will prove each of the encodings (a)–(h) for afﬁne ∅ = V ⊆ Rn to be
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equivalent to a combination of the following information:
• a n-name for some y ∈ V ;
• a -name for d := dim(V );
• some encoding, according to Theorem 11, for L := −y + V ∈ Ln.
Indeed, this L being a linear subspace of known dimension d = dim(L), one can convert
forth and back as desired. Recall that -computability is uniformly equivalent to simulta-
neous <- and >-computability; now we are ready to check the eight cases in Theorem 14:
(a) The given (n)∗-name for (x0, . . . , xd) ∈ (Rn)∗ explicitly contains d + 1; for known
n, this effectively yields -computability of d = dim(V ). Furthermore, y := x0 ∈ V
is provided as well. And ﬁnally, x1, . . . , xd represent L = −y + V in the sense of
Theorem 11(a).
Conversely given a n-name for some y ∈ V , a -name for d = dim(V ), and a basis
(x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rn×d for L = −y + V according to Theorem 11(a), it is easy to devise
a (n)∗-name for the afﬁne basis (y, x1, . . . , xd) to V.
(b) Similarly.
(c) By combining the given >-name for rank(B) with Theorem 7(i), one can easily
-compute d = dim(V ) = rank(B). Furthermore, some y ∈ V is already provided
explicitly, namely y := c. Finally L = −y + V = image(B) holds; so by Theo-
rem 11(d) we are done.
(d) Again it is easy to compute rank(A) and thus d = dim(V ) = n − rank(A). In order
to ﬁnd a particular solution y to A · x = b, consider the homogeneous linear equation
(A, b) · z = 0 with respect to z ∈ Rn+1 for m× (n+ 1)-matrix (A, b). Notice that
A · x = b ⇔ (A, b) · z = 0, zn+1 = −1, x = (z1, . . . , zn).
The original equation being soluble by presumption, (A, b) does not have full rank;
in fact, rank(A, b) = rank(A) has already been computed. Therefore, (A, b) · z = 0
admits non-zero solutions and one can even effectively ﬁnd a basis (z1, . . . , zd+1) ∈
R(n+1)×(d+1) for kernel(A, b) by means of Theorem 11(c). The vectors zi = (yi, ti) ∈
Rn × R spanning the general solution to (A, b) · z = 0 and in particular z := (x,−1)
for x ∈ V = ∅, not all ti can vanish. Semi-decidability of “ti = 0” and dove-tailing thus
permits to ﬁnd such an index i. Then, y := −yi/ti ∈ kernel(A, b) is easily conﬁrmed
to solve A · x = b and hence belong to V.
So far we have computed d := dim(V ) = n − rank(A) and some y ∈ V ; now exploit
kernel(x → A·x−b) = y+kernel(A) and thus applyTheorem 11(c) toL = kernel(A).
Conversely given y ∈ V , d = dim(V ), and L = kernel(A), compute b := y · A; now
V = kernel(x → A · x − b) with d = n− rank(A).
(e) Here, dim(V ) = rank(B) permits lower approximations and, via dim(V ) = n −
rank(A), upper approximations as well, both according to Theorem 7(i). Hence, both
rank(A) and rank(B) are in fact -computable and we may proceed with either (c) or
(d).
Conversely suppose we are given d = dim(V ) and y ∈ V as well as −y + V = L,
the latter according to Theorem 11(c+d) by means of two matrices A,B such that
L = kernel(A) = image(B); then set b := y ·A, c := y and conﬁrm V = kernel(x →
A · x − b) = image(x → B · x + c) where rank(B) = d and rank(A) = n− d.
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(f) Some y ∈ V is given explicitly. The linear subspace L = −y+V has distance function
dL(x) = dV (x − y). As obtaining a n> = [n → <]-name for the latter is effective
by virtue of Theorem 4, one can upper-compute dim(V ) = dim(L) according to Theo-
rem 7(iv). Together with the given <-name this asserts computability of dim(V ). Now
apply Theorem 11(e).
The converse direction is obvious.
(g) Use Lemma 22 to convert the given n<-name for V = ∅ to a sequence of vectors
y1, y2, . . . , yj , . . . ∈ V . In particular, one can effectively obtain some y ∈ V . Pro-
ceeding as in (f), this allows to n<-compute L := y − V ∈ Ln and (Theorem 7(iii))
lower-compute dim(V ) = dim(L). In connection with the given >-name this asserts
computability of dim(V ). Now apply Theorem 11(f).
Again, the converse direction is obvious.
(h) Recall that a n = [n→]-name for V = ∅ contains both a n<-name and a n>-name
forV. In particular, determine some y ∈ V as in (g); from that,n-computeL := −y+V
and apply Theorem 7(v).
Here, too, the converse direction is obvious. 
Non-uniformly, it follows:
Corollary 15. Let ∅ = V ⊆ Rn be an afﬁne subspace such that dV :Rn → R is upper
semi-computable; then V is recursive.
LetA · x = b denote some system of linear equations with computable coefﬁcients A and
b. If it has any solution at all, then it also has a computable one.
Proof. The respective integers dim(V ) and rank(A), in the non-uniform setting are ordinary
constants and hence computable; now apply Theorem 14(g) and (c). 
One global requirement remains in Theorem 14: that the afﬁne subspace be non-empty.
Indeed, most of the encodings there make sense for V = ∅ only. 6 An exception is (c),
where empty V naturally corresponds to a linear equation A · x = b with no solution. One
might therefore wonder whether solubility is a decidable property of linear equations. As
usual in computable analysis, this is in general not the case; however we have the following
semi-decidability result:
Proposition 16. There is a Type-2 algorithm which, upon [m×n,m,>]-input of (A, b,
rank(A, b)), terminates if and only if A · x = b has a solution. Here, (A, b) denotes a
m× (n+ 1)-matrix.
Proof. Recall that A · x = b is soluble if and only if rank(A) = rank(A, b) if and only
if rank(A) + 12 − rank(A, b) > 0. The given >-name for rank(A, b) in connection with
<-computability of rank(A) according to Theorem 7(i) and <-semi-decidability of x > 0
(end of Section 2.7) thus proves the claim. 
6 Although function representations [n → ], [n → <], and [n → >] do have a canonical extension to
d∅ ≡ ∞ and, more generally, to continuous f :Rn → R ∪ {±∞} [22].
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3.5. Spectral resolution
Every symmetric real n × n-matrix B is well-known to admit an orthonormal basis
(u1, . . . , un) of Rn consisting of eigenvectors of B. By transforming B to this basis, it
becomes diagonal:
U−1 · B · U = diag(1, . . . , n) =: D, (5)
where i denotes the eigenvalue corresponding to ui and U = (u1, . . . , un) ∈ O(Rn)
is an orthogonal n × n-matrix. Write Sym(Rn) for the collection of all real symmetric
n× n-matrices, (Rn) ⊆ Sym(Rn) for the diagonal ones; ﬁnally, (B) denotes the set of
eigenvalues to B ∈ Sym(Rn).
Proposition 17. Upon input of B ∈ Sym(Rn), one can effectively ﬁnd a diagonal matrix
D as in (5). More formally, the multivalued mapping
 : Sym(Rn)⇒(Rn) with (B) = {U−1 · B · U : U ∈ O(Rn)}
is (n×n,n×n)-computable.
In otherwords, it is possible to determine the n-tuple of eigenvalues (repeated according to
their multiplicities) of a given symmetric real matrix. In particular, the spectrum (B) ⊆ R
is -computable.
Proof of Proposition 17. Already Specker [20] showed the n-tuple of zeros (including
multiplicities) to a complexmonic polynomial of degree n to be computable.More formally,
he proved that the mapping Cn → Cn,
(1, . . . , n) →
{
(c0, . . . , cn−1) ∈ Cn : Zn +
n−1∑
j=0
cjZ
j !=
n∏
j=1
(Z − j ) ∈ C[Z]
}
from zeros to coefﬁcients admits a multivalued (2n,2n)-computable inverse Cn⇒Cn;
cf. [17, p.118]. Here, 2 refers to the canonical encoding of C ∼= R2.
Applying this to B’s characteristic polynomial one thus obtains all eigenvalues, repeated
according to their multiplicities. Moreover B being real symmetric, its eigenvalues are real
as well. 
So how about the eigenvectors?An old counterexample due to Rellich [16, II.5.3] shows
these to in general depend discontinuously on B:
Example 18. For  ∈ R,  = 0, let
B() := exp(−1/2)
(
cos(2/) sin(2/)
sin(2/) − cos(2/)
)
, B(0) :=
(
0 0
0 0
)
.
This is a continuous one-parameter family of symmetric real matrices whose eigenvectors,
unique up to scaling and exchange, are discontinuous:
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u() =
(
cos(1/)
sin(1/)
)
, v() =
(
sin(1/)
− cos(1/)
)
.
Observe that eigenvectors have to be non-zero!
Computing an eigenvector of a real symmetric matrix thus cannot be possible in general.
This turns out to be closely related to degeneracy of eigenvalues: notice that, for  = 0,
both eigenvalues of B() coincide. In fact, such situations are feared in numerical analysis
for their negative impact on stability of diagonalization algorithms.A common requirement
is therefore that the n× n-matrices under consideration have only single eigenvalues, i.e.,
|(B)| = n. This is easily conﬁrmed in the setting of Computable Analysis: as long eigen-
value  is single—or more generally, has known multiplicity d—Theorem 11 permits to
determine a basis of the corresponding eigenspace kernel(B − ). In the general case, with
eigenvalues i allowed to coincide that is, themultiplicities di are not computable: for conti-
nuity reasons. Nevertheless, one can substantially weaken the non-degeneracy requirement
“|(B)| = n” as follows:
Theorem 19. Whenever the number |(B)| of distinct eigenvalues to a real symmetricn×n-
matrix B is merely known, its spectral resolution is uniformly effective. More formally, the
multivalued mapping
Sym(Rn)×N⇒O(Rn), (B, |(B)|) → {U : U−1 · B · U ∈ (Rn)}
is ([n×n,>],n×n)-computable.
Proof. The claim follows by computing according to Theorem 11(b+c) an orthonormal
basis to each eigenspace kernel(B − i ), once the distinct eigenvalues 1, . . . ,k of B and
their respective multiplicities di = dim kernel(B − i ) are known. Computability of these
i and di is asserted by Proposition 17 and by the following Proposition 20. 
The crucial step is to show that by means of the additional input of |(B)|, one can
compute the (otherwise discontinuous)multiplicity of each eigenvalue. In fact, the following
technical tool asserts this to be possible for any n-tuple of real numbers, provided the number
k of distinct ones is known:
Proposition 20. Upon input of1, . . . , n ∈ Randupper approximations to k := |{1, . . . ,
n}|, one can compute 1, . . . ,k ∈ R and d1, . . . , dk ∈ N such that
{1, . . . , n} = {1, . . . ,k} and dj = |{i : i = j }|. (6)
More formally, the multi-valued mapping
T : {(1, . . . , n, k) ∈ Rn+1 : |{1, . . . , n}| = k} → R∗
with
T (1, . . . , n, k) := {(1, d1, . . . ,k, dk) ∈ R∗ : which satisfy (6)}
is ([n,>],∗)-computable.
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Proof. For each upper approximation k′ ∈ N to k = |{1, . . . , n}| use dove-tailing to
non-deterministically ﬁnd a k′-tuple (i1, . . . , ik′) of indices 1 ij n belonging to distinct
i . Whether such a guess was successful, can be veriﬁed by means of the condition
∀j1, j2 ∈ {1, . . . , k′} : j1 = j2 ⇒ ij1 = ij2 (7)
which, being a ﬁnite conjunction of semi-decidable properties “x = y”, is semi-decidable
as well. Observe that, as k′ k, (7) can be fulﬁlled only if k′ = k and then, j := ij
satisﬁes the ﬁrst part of (6). In order to obtain the corresponding multiplicities dj as well,
observe that these satisfy
d1 + · · · + dk = n ∧ ∀j = 1 . . . k ∃i1< · · · < in−dj
∀1 = 1 . . . n− dj : i1 = j . (8)
Indeed, j occurring in 1, . . . , n at most dj times means that at least n − dj of the i
are different from j . In fact, (8) is equivalent to (d1, . . . , dk) being the multiplicities of
(1, . . . ,k).
To see this, observe that any k-tuple (d˜1, . . . ,d˜k) of integers satisfying (8) necessarily
has d˜j dj . But because of d˜1 + · · · + d˜k = n, d˜j < dj for some j requires d˜j ′ > dj ′ for
some other j ′—a contradiction.
Wewill thus use dove-tailing to check (8) for each of the ﬁnitelymany tuples (d1, . . . , dk)
∈ Nk such that d1+· · ·+dk = n.Again this is a ﬁnite conjunction of semi-decidable proper-
ties. 
As with Corollary 15, the additional input—here of |(B)|—may be omitted for the
non-uniform setting:
Corollary 21. Let B ∈ Rn×n be symmetric and each bij computable; then B admits a
computable spectral representation, i.e., a complete set of computable eigenvectors (normed
and pairwise orthogonal) as well as computable eigenvalues.
Let us remark that spectral resolutionof complexnormal 7 matricesC, too, becomes effec-
tive once knowing the number |(C)| of distinct eigenvalues; only the notational overhead
increases due to2-encodingC and eigenvectorswill in general lack pairwise orthogonality.
4. Conclusion
We have investigated computability of problems from linear algebra: matrices and linear
mappings on ﬁnite-dimensional real vector spaces, computation of rank and dimension,
determining kernel and image, solving systems of linear equations, and diagonalization.
Other than in the algebraic model, our considerations apply to a model of computation
which inherently respects numerical stability. In this setting, known as computable analysis
and dating back to Alan Turing, computable real functions are necessarily continuous.
Many problems—such as determining a matrix’ rank, a basis of unknown cardinality, or
its eigenvectors—therefore cannot be computable. A surprising exception, the dimension
7 That is, C∗ · C = C · C∗.
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of a linear subspace ∅ = L ⊆ Rn is computable upon input ofWeierstrass Approximations
for L’s Euclidean distance function. For several problems, we proposed natural restrictions
that do render them computable. Finding a basis for a n×n-matrix’ kernel for instance is—
although in general impossible—uniformly feasible within any sub-domain of matrices
having ﬁxed rank i, separately for each i = 0, . . . , n.
Our focus was on effectivity, that is, mere computability. Only now with this settled may
one ask for efﬁciency, that is, the complexity of those problems which (after appropriate
restriction) we have asserted to be computable at all. In that respect, some hope lies on
the new (Type-2) algorithm for solving linear equations from Section 3.3: favorable to the
usual algebraic programming in terms of numerical stability, does it also compete in terms
of running time? Speaking optimistically, our result might prove as important a counterpart
to Gaussian Elimination as the Ellipsoid Method was to Simplex Algorithm.
As a ﬁrst step towards resolving this question, one might want to explicitly write down
the algorithms which, in the strict sense, we have only shown to exist.
Appendix A. Computability on closed sets
In this appendixwe recall somemore facts from computable analysis andTTE concerning
computability on closed subsets of Euclidean space which we will rely on as tools.
The ﬁrst tool concerns a further way of encoding a closed set ∅ = A ⊆ Rn: by means
of some countable sequence of points vj ∈ A dense in A. To this end ﬁx some effective
pairing function, i.e., a bijective mapping N2 → N which is computable (in the classical
sense) as well as the projections of its inverse; for instance, the Cantor pairing function
〈·, ·〉 : N2 → N, 〈k, l〉 = l + (k + l) · (k + l + 1)/2
will do. A n×N-name for the countable sequence of vectors v1, v2, . . . , vj , . . . ∈ Rn is an
inﬁnite string 12 . . .m . . . ∈ {0, 1}N such that, for each j ∈ N, the substring (〈i,j〉)i∈N
is a n-name for vj .Arange-name for a closed setA ∈ An is just a n-name for a sequence
which is dense in A.
Lemma 22. Let A ⊆ Rn denote some non-empty closed set. Then one can effectively
convert forth and back between n<-names and range-names for A; more formally, the
identity mappingAn → An is both (n<,range)-computable and (range,n<)-computable.
See [4] or Section 5.1 of [22] for a proof.
Recall that the representation [n→<] ofC(Rn) admits a natural extension to functions
with values in R¯ := R ∪ {∞}; cf. Deﬁnition 4.1.21 in [22]. In the next two lemmas, n> is
accordingly considered as representation of the universe An ∪ {∅}.
Lemma 23. Intersection of closed set
An ×An  (A,B) → A ∩ B ∈ An ∪ {∅}
is ([n>,n>],n>)-computable.
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For a proof see, e.g., Deﬁnition 5.16, Lemma 5.1.7, Theorem 5.1.13.2 in [22].
Lemma 24. The preimage of closed Euclidean sets under a computable real function is
effective in the following sense: For each n,m ∈ N, the mapping
C(Rn,Rm)×Am  (f,A) → f−1[A] ∈ An
is ([[n→m],m>],n>)-computable.
For a proof see Theorem 6.2.4.2 in [22].
Lemma 25. Among closed subsets of [−1,+1]n, the property “Empty” is semi-decidable:
there exists a Type-2 machine which, upon n>-input of closed A ⊆ [−1,+1]n, terminates
if and only if A = ∅.
Proof. Observe that, as A ⊆ [−1,+1]n, A = ∅ ⇔ dA(0) > √n. Since, upon <-
input of x, the property “x > 0” is semi-decidable, the claim follows by lower-computing
dA(0). 
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